Children with an anxious temperament (AT) are at risk for developing psychiatric disorders along the internalizing spectrum, including anxiety and depression. Like these disorders, AT is a multidimensional phenotype and children with extreme anxiety show varying mixtures of physiological, behavioral, and other symptoms. Using a well-validated juvenile monkey model of AT, we addressed the degree to which this phenotypic heterogeneity reflects fundamental differences or similarities in the underlying neurobiology. The rhesus macaque is optimal for studying AT because children and young monkeys express the anxious phenotype in similar ways and have similar neurobiology. Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) in 238 freely behaving monkeys identified brain regions where metabolism predicted variation in three dimensions of the AT phenotype: hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal (HPA) activity, freezing behavior, and expressive vocalizations. We distinguished brain regions that predicted all three dimensions of the phenotype from those that selectively predicted a single dimension. Elevated activity in the central nucleus of the amygdala and the anterior hippocampus was consistently found across individuals with different presentations of AT. In contrast, elevated activity in the lateral anterior hippocampus was selective to individuals with high levels of HPA activity, and decreased activity in the motor cortex (M1) was selective to those with high levels of freezing behavior. Furthermore, activity in these phenotype-selective regions mediated relations between amygdala metabolism and different expressions of anxiety. These findings provide a framework for understanding the mechanisms that lead to heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of internalizing disorders and set the stage for developing improved interventions.
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affective neuroscience | behavioral inhibition | developmental psychopathology | emotion | functional neuroimaging T here is substantial heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of anxiety disorders, both within and across diagnostic categories. Anxiety often emerges early in development and, here too, there is considerable variation in presentation. Clinically relevant anxiety is often accompanied and preceded by an anxious temperament (AT). AT is a trait-like phenotype that is evident early in life, stable over time, associated with increased amygdala reactivity to novelty and potential threat, and expressed similarly in children and young nonhuman primates (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Extreme dispositional anxiety and behavioral inhibition in childhood is a wellestablished risk factor for the internalizing spectrum of psychiatric disorders, including anxiety and major depression (5, 7, 8) . These disorders are highly prevalent and associated with substantial morbidity and mortality (9, 10) . Like the internalizing disorders, childhood AT is a complex, multidimensional phenotype and children with extreme AT show varying mixtures of peripheral physiological, behavioral, and other kinds of anxiety-related symptoms (5, 11, 12) . This diversity manifests as weak covariation among these features (2, 13, 14) . From the perspective of diagnosis and treatment, an important unresolved question is the degree to which heterogeneity in anxious individuals' symptoms reflects fundamental differences or similarities in the underlying neurobiology.
To address this question, we used a well-validated nonhuman primate model of early-life AT in combination with high-resolution 18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) (2, 15) .
Young rhesus macaques are ideal for understanding the neurobiology of dispositional anxiety in human children. Reflecting the two species recent evolutionary divergence, the brains of monkeys and humans are genetically, anatomically, and functionally similar (16) (17) (18) . Homologous neurobiological substrates endow monkeys and humans with a shared repertoire of complex cognitive and socio-emotional behaviors (18) . In particular, juvenile monkeys and young children express anxiety in similar ways, and in both species there are considerable individual differences in the presentation of the anxious phenotype. In monkeys, the AT phenotype can be elicited using the No-Eye Contact (NEC) condition of the Human Intruder Paradigm (15) . During the NEC challenge, a human "intruder" enters the test room and presents his or her profile to the monkey while avoiding direct eye contact (15) , similar to procedures used for assessing dispositional anxiety and behavioral inhibition in children (19) . Using this challenge, individual differences in three fundamental dimensions of the anxious phenotype were assessed: hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) activity (increased plasma cortisol), behavior (increased freezing), and expressive communication (reductions in spontaneous vocalizations). All three dimensions show robust changes in response to the NEC challenge (15) , paralleling observations made in dispositionally anxious and shy children (5) .
A key advantage of the juvenile monkey AT model is that it permits concurrent measures of neural activity and naturalistic responses to an ethologically relevant potential threat, an opportunity not afforded by research in children. Here, FDG-PET was used to quantify brain metabolic activity in 238 freely behaving juvenile monkeys. FDG-PET, which provides a measure of regional brain metabolism integrated over the entire 30-min NEC challenge, is ideally suited for assessing sustained, trait-like neural responses (1) .
Using these measures, we identified brain regions where metabolism predicts variation in one or more of the three AT dimensions. To understand the degree to which heterogeneity in the presentation of AT reflects invariant or distinct neural mechanisms, we distinguished "common" and "selective" substrates. Common neural substrates are those shared by individuals with varying expressions of anxiety; that is, a core set of brain regions where metabolism predicts variation in all three dimensions of the AT phenotype (HPA activity, freezing behavior, and expressive communication). Based on imaging and lesion studies in monkeys and humans (4, 6, (20) (21) (22) , we hypothesized that the central nucleus of the amygdala (Ce) would be among the regions identified as shared substrates. Selective neural substrates are those specifically engaged by individuals with high levels of a particular dimension; that is, regions where metabolism predicts variation in only one of the AT dimensions. Mechanistic studies in rodents suggest that the Ce can orchestrate a broad spectrum of responses to threat via projections to response-specific targets (23, 24) . Therefore, we further hypothesized that the association between common substrates (e.g., Ce metabolism) and particular dimensions of the anxious phenotype would be mediated by the appropriate phenotype-selective substrate. Distinguishing common from selective substrates, and clarifying the nature of their relationships with one another, is important for understanding how phenotypic variation in AT early in development gives rise to heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of internalizing disorders later in life, for facilitating the development of improved therapeutic interventions, and for understanding emotional traits.
Results
Heterogeneity and Continuity in the Presentation of the AT Phenotype.
Like other emotional traits, individual differences in the profile of anxiety-related symptoms manifests as weak covariation among anxiety-related measures (2, 13, 14) . Consistent with this, in the present sample a series of robust regressions revealed that variation in cortisol was largely independent of freezing and vocal reductions, R 2 < 0.02, P > 0.06. As shown in Fig. 1 , some individuals are characterized by extreme HPA activity and little freezing and vocal reductions, some show the opposite presentation, and yet others show intermediate presentations. Regression analyses also showed that, although individuals who froze more emitted fewer vocalizations, the two measures were far from redundant, R 2 = 0.23, P < 0.001. These results underscore the substantial heterogeneity in the presentation of AT. Furthermore, all three dimensions of the anxious phenotype were reliable (SI Methods) and continuously distributed ( Fig. 1 ). This continuity suggests that AT, like the internalizing disorders (11, 12) , represents a spectrum of closely related phenotypes rather than a mixture of categorically distinct subgroups.
Heterogeneity in the Phenotypic Presentation of AT Reflects both
Common and Selective Substrates. Because HPA activity, freezing behavior, and vocal reductions are continuously distributed ( Fig.  1 ), we adopted a dimensional approach to identifying the neural circuitry underlying different expressions of anxiety. Specifically, we performed a series of voxelwise partial correlations between metabolism and each AT dimension while accounting for variation in the other two (using robust regression techniques; see SI Methods). This process revealed a number of regions where metabolism predicted the unique variance in one or more dimensions of the phenotype, including the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; areas 13 and 47), anterior insula (AI), primary motor cortex (M1), amygdala, hippocampus, and periaqueductal gray (PAG) ( Fig. 2 and Tables S1-S3).
To distinguish common neural substrates, those shared by individuals with different expressions of the anxious phenotype, we used a three-way conjunction (i.e., logical AND) of the thresholded partial correlation maps shown in Fig. 2 to identify regions where metabolism predicted variation in HPA activity, freezing Heterogeneity and continuity in the presentation of AT. Pairwise partial correlations revealed that cortisol was largely independent of freezing and vocal reductions (A and B). Freezing and vocal reductions were correlated but far from redundant (C). All three dimensions were continuously distributed, suggesting that AT represents a multidimensional spectrum of phenotypes, rather than a mixture of distinct subgroups. Axis labels indicate the minimum, maximum, and interquartile range. behavior, and vocal reductions [false-discovery rate (FDR) q < 0.05]. As shown in Fig. 3 , this analysis revealed a cluster in the right dorsal amygdala and bilateral clusters in the hippocampi (Table S4 ) (hemispheric asymmetry analyses were not significant for the amygdala cluster; see SI Methods). Using a probabilistic chemoarchitectonic map (SI Methods), we localized the dorsal amygdala cluster to the lateral division of the central nucleus (CeL) (Fig. S1 ). The magnitude of the three partial correlations was similar in the amygdala and anterior hippocampus (P > 0.19), reinforcing the idea that these regions make similar contributions to the three dimensions of the anxious phenotype. Taken together, these results demonstrate that elevated metabolism in the CeL and anterior hippocampus is a consistent feature of individuals with divergent phenotypic expressions of anxiety. This implication reflects the fact that the partial correlations estimate the unique relationship between each phenotype dimension and metabolism at a fixed level of the other two. For example, the partial correlation for cortisol indicates that individuals with high levels of HPA activity (and intermediate levels of freezing behavior and vocalizations on average) show more activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus when compared with individuals with low levels of HPA activity (and intermediate levels of freezing behavior and vocalizations on average). For illustrative purposes, these effects are shown in Fig. S2 . [Note: The results of the conjunction analysis suggest, but do not demonstrate, that aggregating the three dimensions-cortisol, freezing, and vocalization reductions-into a composite would provide a more sensitive index of AT-related variation in metabolic activity. Confirmatory analyses demonstrated that this was indeed the case (SI Methods).]
To distinguish selective neural substrates, regions that are specifically engaged by individuals with high levels of a particular AT dimension, we used a two-way conjunction to identify regions where metabolism: (i) predicted one of the three AT dimensions after controlling for variation in the other two (FDR q < 0.05) and (ii) explained more variance in that dimension compared with the other two (assessed using a voxelwise test of the difference in correlations; FDR q < 0.05). That is, we distinguished regions where one of the three partial correlations shown in Fig. 2 was both significant and significantly stronger than the other two. This process revealed a number of regions (Tables  S1-S3 ). In particular, as shown in Fig. 4 , individuals characterized by high levels of HPA activity were distinguished by elevated metabolic activity in the lateral anterior hippocampus, whereas those who presented with high levels of freezing behavior showed attenuated activity in the M1, and those with low levels of vocal communication showed increased activity in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC). The lateral anterior hippocampal cluster that was selective to cortisol was located several millimeters from the nearest cluster that predicted all three AT dimensions ( Fig. 3 and Table S4 ). These results clarify the neural systems underlying heterogeneity in the expression of anxiety.
We identified the CeL and anterior hippocampus as shared substrates, regions where metabolism predicts all three dimensions of the anxious phenotype. To assess whether those brain-phenotype relationships are explained by activity in phenotype-selective regions, we used a series of multivariate mediation models (SI Methods) to test whether the partial correlation between the shared substrates ( Fig. 3 ) and a particular dimension of the AT phenotype depends on the relevant selective substrate ( Fig. 4 ) (e.g., CeL → M1 → freezing). As shown in Fig. 5 and detailed in Table S5 , this process demonstrated that relations between the shared substrates and HPA activity were mediated by activity in the cortisol-selective anterior hippocampal region, P < 0.005 (uncorrected) . Similarly, relations between the shared substrates and freezing behavior were mediated by activity in M1, P < 0.005 (uncorrected). Significant mediation was not found for vocal reductions. To assess the specificity of the cortisol and freezing results, we recomputed the mediation models after reversing the candidate mediating regions (e.g., CeL → lateral anterior hippocampus → freezing). None of these control models was significant, indicating a double dissociation (Table  S5 ). Specifically, metabolism in the lateral anterior hippocampus explains relations between the shared substrates and HPA activity, but not freezing behavior, whereas M1 metabolism explains relations between the shared substrates and freezing, but not HPA activity. Collectively, these results clarify how shared substrates can influence multiple dimensions of the anxious phenotype. In particular, these results indicate that relations between the core set of shared substrates, such as the CeL, and the endocrine and behavioral dimensions of the anxious phenotype strongly depend upon regions that are dimension-specific.
Discussion
Like the internalizing disorders, there is marked variation in the presentation of AT during early development. Our observations provide compelling evidence that this heterogeneity reflects the joint contribution of common substrates, a core set of brain regions that are shared by individuals with different manifestations of extreme anxiety, and selective substrates, regions that are specifically associated with particular expressions. Consistent with prior work (2, 13, 14) , the endocrine, behavioral, and communicative dimensions of the anxious phenotype were weakly correlated and continuously distributed, suggesting that AT represents a multidimensional spectrum of closely related phenotypes ( Fig.  1 ). Using a dimensional analytic approach that circumvented the need to impose artificial categorical boundaries on the data, we identified a number of regions where metabolic activity predicts one or more dimensions of the AT phenotype (e.g., amygdala, hippocampus, PAG, AI, and OFC) ( Fig. 2 ). We demonstrated that variation in each dimension of the phenotype-increased HPA activity, more freezing behavior, and fewer expressive vocalizations-was independently predicted by activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus ( Fig. 3 ). Elevated activity in this core set of brain regions was consistently found in individuals who displayed high levels of any of these dimensions ( Fig. S2 ). We identified a second set of regions that specifically predict particular dimensions of the anxious phenotype, including the lateral anterior hippocampus and M1, and vlPFC ( Fig. 4 ). Activity in these phenotype-selective regions distinguished individuals with high levels of HPA activity, freezing behavior, and vocal reductions, respectively. Finally, we demonstrated that these regions selectively mediate the association between the shared substrates, such as the CeL, and the endocrine and behavioral dimensions of the AT phenotype (Fig. 5 ). In sum, these observations suggest that variation in the expression of dispositional anxiety reflects the activity of a neurobiological system comprised of both shared and phenotype-selective components. As described below, these findings have mechanistic, translational, and theoretical implications.
With respect to mechanism, our results show that the CeL and anterior hippocampus are consistently engaged by individuals with divergent presentations of anxiety ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S2 ). This finding is in accord with evidence that the amygdala and anterior hippocampus show exaggerated activation to potentially threatrelevant cues in individuals with a variety of anxiety disorders or a childhood history of extreme AT (6, 21) . Similarly, lesions of either region attenuate many signs of anxiety (20, 22, 23, 25) . Interestingly, recent work in rodents suggests that the CeL plays a key role in gating the output of the amygdala (26, 27) . In particular, the CeL is poised to modulate both acute fear and sustained anxiety via inhibitory projections to the two major output stations of the extended amygdala: the medial division of the Ce and the lateral division of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (26, 27) .
Our results indicate that individual differences in the expression of anxiety reflect the proximal contribution of phenotype-selective regions. In particular, we observed a double dissociation: M1 mediated freezing behavior, but not cortisol, whereas the lateral anterior hippocampus showed the opposite profile. The selective role of the lateral anterior hippocampus in the endocrine dimension of dispositional anxiety is consistent with mechanistic evidence that the hippocampus regulates the HPA axis (28) . This result may reflect the dense distribution of mineralocorticoid receptors in the primate hippocampus (29) , which are involved in more trait-like or basal aspects of HPA activity (28) . The involvement of M1 in the behavioral dimension of AT is consistent with its well-established role in voluntary action. We obtained more limited evidence that the vlPFC is selectively involved in the reduction of expressive coo vocalizations, consistent with work implicating ventral premotor areas in vocalizations and other orofacial behaviors (30) .
Although noninvasive techniques, such as FDG-PET, cannot establish causation, our results are in accord with mechanistic research demonstrating that the Ce orchestrates many of the peripheral physiological, behavioral, and expressive dimensions of anxiety and that these effects are mediated by functional interactions with response-specific targets (22) (23) (24) . Our results address the proximal substrates of individual differences in the presentation of anxiety. Individuals characterized by high levels of freezing, for example, are distinguished by attenuated activity in M1. However, the distal determinants of this heterogeneity remain unclear; it may reflect variation in the strength of functional connectivity between the CeL and anterior hippocampus and particular phenotype-specific regions. Another possibility is that it reflects individual differences in subpopulations of phenotype-specific neurons that are intermingled at a level beyond the resolution of conventional imaging techniques (31) . Indeed, evidence for distinct subpopulations of freezing-and cardiovascular-specific neurons in the Ce has led some investigators to suggest the possibility of developing therapeutic interventions targeting disorder-specific or patient-specific differences in symptom profiles (31) , consistent with earlier suggestions in the translational literature (32) .
Between one-third and two-thirds of anxiety patients are treatment-resistant or refractory (33) , underscoring the need to develop more efficacious interventions. The present results highlight the potential utility of broad-spectrum (i.e., multisymptom) approaches. In particular, our findings suggest that therapeutics aimed at molecular targets within the CeL and anterior hippocampus, particularly when administered early in life, could ameliorate a variety of maladaptive or excessive responses to potential threat. Over time, such responses likely promote more complex and chronic symptoms (e.g., avoidance, anticipatory worry) and neurobiological alterations (34, 35) . This suggestion is reinforced Table S5 ).
by evidence that anxiety disorders with distinct presentationsincluding posttraumatic stress disorder, social anxiety disorder, specific phobias, and generalized anxiety disorder-are all characterized by elevated amygdala reactivity to aversive or potentially threatening stimuli (21, 36) . Targeting upstream regions that are poised to regulate the CeL and anterior hippocampus (37) , such as the OFC, represents another approach to broad-spectrum treatment. In this regard, cognitive-behavioral therapy, which is thought to be mediated by emotion regulatory processes implemented in the prefrontal cortex (38, 39) , or cognitive-behavioral therapy combined with novel pharmacological interventions that increase neuroplasticity, may be particularly effective (40) . Developing more effective early-life interventions is particularly important for minimizing the cumulative social and interpersonal damage associated with extreme anxiety and behavioral inhibition during early development (5) .
These data also have implications for general theories of emotion. The peripheral physiological and behavioral features that are the hallmarks of emotion have traditionally been cast as tightly synchronized (41, 42) . However, faced with growing evidence of weak response coupling, theorists have speculated that no single brain region could orchestrate all of these responses-that the alterations in the face, voice, body, and mental experience characteristic of emotional states and traits reflect the activity of segregated neural circuits (14, 43) . This possibility is not addressed by prior imaging studies, which have typically measured only one or two concurrent responses or composite anxiety measures. Nor has it been directly addressed by lesion studies, which lack the statistical power required to investigate phenotypic heterogeneity. Therefore, the present observation that activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus explains independent variation in endocrine, behavioral, and communicative responses to the NEC challenge provides unique grounds for rejecting strict claims of neural segregation. More generally, this finding indicates that a lack of strong covariation among different dimensions of anxiety does not preclude the existence of a responseindependent substrate (44); individuals can vary in the strength and predominance of different anxiety dimensions, yet rely on the same core set of shared substrates.
In summary, using a well-validated nonhuman primate model of AT and high-resolution functional imaging, the present study demonstrates that striking diversity in the presentation of anxiety reflects the distinct contributions of both shared and phenotypeselective substrates. Individuals characterized by high levels of HPA activity, high levels of freezing behavior, or low levels of expressive vocalizations all exhibit elevated metabolic activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus. These brain-phenotype associations were dependent upon a second set of regions, including the lateral anterior hippocampus and M1, which selectively mediate particular dimensions of the anxious phenotype. Importantly, these results were obtained using a relatively large unselected sample and robust analytic procedures, increasing the likelihood of replication. More broadly, these observations provide a framework for understanding the neurobiology of early-life anxiety and other emotional traits and set the stage for mechanistic studies aimed at identifying more effective interventions for the internalizing spectrum of disorders.
Methods
Subjects received FDG before testing. The AT phenotype was elicited by the presentation of a human intruder's profile (30-min) . An observer quantified freezing behavior and expressive vocalizations. Following testing, plasma was collected and subjects were scanned. Higher FDG-PET signals indicate greater metabolism during testing. Plasma cortisol was quantitated by radioimmunoassay. MRI and PET images were processed using standard methods and normalized to a stereotactic template (0.625 mm 3 ). Robust regressions identified regions where activity predicted the unique variance in cortisol, freezing, and vocal reductions. Analyses controlled for nuisance variation in mean-centered age, sex, and voxelwise gray matter probability. Common and phenotype-selective substrates were identified using criteria described in the text. Mediation analyses used standard analytic techniques. 26 Overview. Subjects received intravenous FDG immediately before the 30-min No-Eye Contact (NEC) challenge. Individual differences in behavioral responses (freezing and vocalizations) were quantified by an experienced observer. Following testing, plasma was collected for quantifying cortisol and subjects were deeply anesthetized (15 mg/kg ketamine), intubated, and positioned in a stereotactic device within the PET scanner. Metabolic activity during the PET scan reflects the amount of FDG uptake during the preceding behavioral paradigm; regions that were more metabolically active during the NEC challenge took up more radio-labeled glucose. Anesthesia was maintained using 1-2% (vol/vol) isoflurane gas. MRI were collected during a separate session. The median (SD) time between the FDG-PET and MRI sessions was 37.0 (37.5) d.
NEC Challenge. Individual differences in the three dimensions of the AT phenotype were elicited using the NEC component of the Human Intruder Paradigm (HIP) (4). The HIP is among the most commonly used procedures for measuring dispositional anxiety in nonhuman primates (5) . Subjects were placed in a testing cage. Similar to laboratory procedures used for assessing AT in children (e.g., stranger approach) (6-8), potential threat took the form of a male human experimenter ("intruder") who entered the room and stood motionless ∼2.5 m while presenting his profile to the subject (30 min).
Quantifying Individual Differences in the Three Dimensions of the AT Phenotype. NEC-elicited behavior was unobtrusively quantified by a well-trained rater using a closed-circuit audiovisual system. Freezing was defined as a period of >3 s characterized by a tense body posture and the absence of vocalizations or movements other than slow head movements or eye-blinks. "Coo" calls are contact or separation vocalizations that are elicited by exposure to the test cage (i.e., the "alone" condition of the HIP) and suppressed by exposure to the NEC challenge (i.e., human intruder's profile) (9) (10) (11) . Coo vocalizations were defined as audible calls characterized by an increase then decrease in frequency and intensity made by rounding and pursing the lips. Mean freezing duration and cooing frequency were log e and square-root transformed, respectively. Plasma cortisol (μg/dL) was quantified in duplicate using the DPC Coat-a-count radioimmunoassay (Siemens). Assaying procedures were highly reliable (interassay CV = 6.6%; intra-assay CV = 4.0%) and sensitive (lower detection limit = 1 μg/dL). Standardized cortisol, freezing, and vocalization responses were created (1, 2) by linearly removing nuisance variance in age and, for cortisol, time-of-day using SPSS (v20.0.0; IBM). Prior work indicates that cortisol, freezing, and coo vocalizations consistently show robust changes in response to the NEC challenge (4, 5, 11-23). Brain-behavior analyses used reverse-scored vocalizations ("vocal reduction" = −1 × coo-frequency 1/2 ) to ensure that effects were consistently signed across the three dimensions of the phenotype (i.e., higher values indicate more intense reactions to the phenotype-eliciting NEC challenge).
FDG-PET and MRI. FDG and attenuation scans were acquired using a Siemens/Concorde microPET P4 scanner (24) . Images were reconstructed using standard filtered-backprojection techniques with attenuation-and scatter-correction. MRI were collected under anesthesia (see above) using a General Electric Discovery 3T scanner (GE) and standard quadrature extremity coil. Scans used a 3D T1-weighted inversion-recovery fast gradient echo prescription (TR/TE/Flip/ NEX /FOV/Matrix: 9.4 ms/2.1 ms/10°/2/ 140 mm/512 × 512; 248 × 1-mm axial slices; gap: −0.05 mm).
Processing Pipeline for Imaging Data. Before spatial normalization, brains were manually extracted from T1 images using SPAMALIZE (http://psyphz.psych.wisc.edu/~oakes/spam/spam_frames.htm).
Brain-extracted T1 images were linearly registered (12 df) to a preexisting in-house macaque template (2) in the stereotactic space of Paxinos et al. (25) using FLIRT (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac. uk/fsl/flirt). Images were inspected and averaged to create an ageappropriate, study-specific linear template (0.625 mm × 0.625 mm × 0.625 mm = 0.244 mm 3 ). Native-space, brain-extracted T1 images were then nonlinearly registered to the template using FNIRT (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fnirt). Normalized brains were segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid probability maps using FAST (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fast4). Single-subject PET images were linearly registered to the corresponding native-space T1 images (6 df). The resulting transformation matrices were concatenated with those defining the nonlinear transformation to the study-specific standard template and then used to normalize the PET images. Normalized and interpolated PET images (0.625 mm × 0.625 mm × 0.625 mm = 0.244 mm 3 ) were global-mean scaled within the brain using SPAMALIZE. Scaled PET and GM probability maps were spatially smoothed (4-mm FWHM Gaussian). Some figures were created using MRIcron (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/ mricro/mricron).
Hypothesis Testing Strategy. The central aim of the present study was to distinguish common and selective neural substrates. Accordingly, we first identified regions where metabolic activity predicted variance in each of the three dimensions of the AT phenotype (cortisol, freezing, and vocal reduction) while controlling for the other two. Specifically, a series of whole-brain robust regression analyses were performed using MULTISTATIC (26) , an extension of FMRISTAT (http://www.math.mcgill.ca/ keith/fmristat). Consistent with recent recommendations (27, 28) , analyses used robust procedures, which minimize the influence of outlying observations. Similar to other toolboxes for imaging data (29) , robust regression in MULTISTATIC is implemented using the robustfit function in MATLAB (http://www.mathworks.com).
In each analysis, one of the dimensions served as the explanatory variable and the other two served as covariates of no interest. Analyses also controlled for nuisance variation in mean-centered age, sex, and voxelwise GM probability, an indirect measure of differences in spatial normalization and gross anatomy (26) . This analytic procedure is formally equivalent to computing three voxelwise partial correlation maps. Common substrates. Common neural substrates are those shared by individuals with varying expressions of extreme AT, a core set of brain regions where metabolism predicts variation in all three AT dimensions (cortisol levels, freezing behavior, and vocal reductions). To identify regions where individual differences in regional brain metabolism significantly predicted all three AT dimensions, the three partial correlation maps were thresholded using the false-discovery rate (FDR q = 0.05; whole-brain corrected across maps) (30, 31) and then combined using a three-way minimum conjunction test (i.e., logical AND) (32) . The conjunction test yielded a "t-minimum" map containing voxels that were significant in all three parent maps; voxels satisfying this criterion were assigned the value corresponding to the t-statistic from the leastsignificant parent map, otherwise set to 0 (www.math.mcgill.ca/ keith/fmristat/#conjunctions). Selective substrates. Selective neural substrates are those specifically engaged by individuals with high levels of a particular dimension of the AT phenotype (e.g., freezing), regions where metabolism significantly and strongly predicts variation in only one of the AT dimensions. Selective regions were defined as those that: (i) were significantly correlated with one of the three dimensions of the AT phenotype (cortisol levels, freezing behavior, or vocal reductions; FDR q < 0.05), and (ii) explained significantly more variance in that dimension compared with the other two (FDR q < 0.05). Effectively, this process identified partial correlations that were both significant and significantly different from the other two (e.g., individual differences in freezing explained more variance in brain metabolic activity than cortisol and vocal reductions). Differences in correlations correlations were assessed using the Hotelling-Williams test (33, 34) . Mediation analyses. We identified the lateral division of the central nucleus of the amygdale (CeL) and anterior hippocampus as common substrates, regions where metabolism predicts each one of three dimensions constituting the AT phenotype ( Fig. 3 and Table S4 ). To assess whether those brain-phenotype relationships are explained by activity in regions identified as selective, we used a series of multivariate mediation models to test whether the partial correlation between the common substrates and a particular dimension of the phenotype depends on the relevant selective substrate (e.g., CeL → M1 → freezing) ( Fig. 4 and Tables S1-S3). We used a standard ordinary least squares (OLS) multivariate analytic framework (35, 36) (for recent applications to neuroimaging data, see refs. 37 and 38). Fully satisfying the criteria of this framework would demonstrate that a significant proportion of the association (i.e., partial correlation) between metabolic activity in one of the three common regions (e.g., CeL) and a particular AT dimension (e.g., freezing behavior) is predicted by metabolism in one of the candidate mediating region (e.g., M1, or the primary motor cortex). Operationally, this framework required four significant tests: (i) a common substrate predicts a particular dimension of AT, (ii) a selective substrate predicts a particular dimension of AT, (iii) the common substrate predicts the selective substrate, and (iv) controlling for variance in the selective substrate weakens the partial correlation between the common substrate and the relevant dimension of the AT phenotype. Consistent with our prior work (39) , the final criterion was assessed using Clogg's test (35, 40) . This test was conservatively thresholded at a nominal P < 0.0057 (Sidak-corrected for the nine tests-of-interest, one-tailed given the directional hypothesis). Because FDG-PET lacks the temporal resolution necessary to determine whether activity within the common substrates (e.g., CeL) temporally precedes differences in activity within the selective substrates (e.g., M1), this test does not provide evidence of causal mediation.
To assess the specificity of the mediation findings, we computed two kinds of control models (Table S5) . For the first model, we recomputed each mediation model using another candidate mediator region as a control (e.g., using the cortisol-selective region for the freezing mediation model: CeL → lateral anterior hippocampus → freezing). For the second model, we recomputed each model using another AT dimension as a control (e.g., cortisol for the mediation model incorporating the freezing-selective region: CeL → M1 → cortisol). Control analyses were only computed for regions where significant mediation effects were obtained.
Phenotype Reliability Analyses. We computed test-retest reliability of individual differences in cortisol, freezing behavior, and vocal reductions for a subset of individuals exposed to the NEC challenge on three occasions over 1.21 y (SD = 0.27; n = 63). The first assessment occurred at the time of FDG-PET session featured in the main text. The rank-order of individual differences in cortisol, freezing, and vocal reduction were reliable over the three occasions (intraclass correlation = 0.66-0.88; mean single-response correlation between adjacent sessions = 0.46-0.79). These levels are similar to those obtained for self-report measures of affective traits (e.g., negative affect) in human adults over comparable spans (41) . The true psychometric reliability of these measures (i.e., in the absence of genuine change) is likely to be somewhat higher because of the lengthy period from the first to the third sessions (42) and the fact that data were acquired during the periadolescent period, a period of substantial neural and psychological maturation (43) . The composite index of AT (2) was also reliable (intraclass correlation = 0.83; mean correlation between adjacent sessions = 0.71).
Hemispheric Asymmetry Analyses for the Right Dorsal Amygdala. To test whether the right dorsal amygdala cluster identified by the three-way voxelwise conjunction (see Fig. 3 and Table S4 ) showed a significant hemispheric asymmetry, we computed the difference in correlations separately for each dimension of the AT phenotype. Regressions were conducted in SPSS using data extracted from the right dorsal amygdala cluster and the homologous region in the left hemisphere, and controlling for nuisance variance in mean-centered age, sex, and GM probability. Because none of the tests approached significance, t < 1.46, P > 0.14 (uncorrected), we refrain from interpreting the apparent laterality of this effect.
Probabilistic Chemoarchitectonic Map of the CeL. The amygdala is a complex structure, comprised of numerous anatomically and physiologically distinct nuclei (44) . Here we used previously published in vivo serotonin transporter (5-HTT) binding data (45, 46) to localize the dorsal amygdala cluster to the CeL of the amygdala. Ex vivo research demonstrates that the lateral division of the primate central nucleus of the amygdala (CeL) expresses much higher 5-HTT levels compared with neighboring regions (47) (48) (49) (50) . Capitalizing on this chemoarchitectonic signature, we used the distribution of 11 C-DASB (a high-affinity radiolabeled 5-HTT ligand) from an independent sample of young monkeys to define a probabilistic CeL region of interest (Fig. S1 ). For detailed methods, see ref. 45 ; for a similar mapping application, see ref. 51 . Briefly, 5-HTT availability was assayed using 11 C-DASB, a radiolabeled high-affinity 5-HTT ligand. Dynamic PET time series were transformed into voxelwise distribution volume ratio [DVR; an index of binding (52) ] maps normalized to activity in a cerebellar reference region. Single-subject DVR maps were normalized to the studyspecific template and averaged. The resulting probabilistic (i.e., mean) 5-HTT binding map was thresholded (250× cerebellum). We then assessed the degree of overlap with the conjunctiondefined cluster. This process revealed that the peak amygdala voxel and most of the dorsal amygdala cluster overlapped with the ROI (Sørensen-Dice similarity coefficient = 0.86), indicating that individuals with different presentations of extreme AT commonly engage the CeL (Fig. S1) .
AT Composite Is a More Sensitive Index of Metabolic Activity than any One of Its Constituents. The results of the conjunction analysis suggest, but do not demonstrate, that aggregating the three dimensions-cortisol, freezing, and reduced vocalizations-into a composite would provide a more sensitive index of AT-related variation in core network activity. Confirmatory analyses demonstrated that this was the case. Confirmatory analyses used techniques similar to those described in Hypothesis Testing Strategy (see above), but did not partial covariation across the three dimensions. This process revealed that the AT composite, computed as the arithmetic mean of the three standardized dimensions (2), explained significantly more variance in CeL and anterior hippocampal metabolic activity than any one of the constituent dimensions in the clusters identified by the voxelwise three-way conjunction analysis, t > 2.18, P < 0.03. Furthermore, planned contrasts revealed that the slope of the robust regression line fit to neural activity was significantly steeper for the AT composite compared with its constituents (P < 0.04, one-tailed). This finding indicates that individuals with a strong average response to the NEC-high levels of cortisol, long bouts of freezing, and few vocalizations-tended to show the highest levels of activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus; conversely, individuals with a weak average response tended to show the lowest activity. Whole-brain analyses yielded similar conclusions.
These results also provide unique empirical support for the use of composite measures of AT and other dimensions of temperament. Often, such composites are derived using statistical criteria that mandate strong covariation among constituents (e.g., factor analysis). Our results empirically demonstrate the utility of multidimensional composites constructed from anxiety-related measures that are theoretically or clinically related, but not necessarily significantly intercorrelated. In fact, our composite AT index showed strong predictive validity despite showing relatively weak covariation among its constituent dimensions, consistent with empirical work by Kagan et al. and others (7, (53) (54) (55) . S2 . Implications of the partial correlation analyses illustrated using a tercile split of the three residualized AT dimensions. The conjunction analysis demonstrates a consistent pattern of metabolic activity in the CeL and anterior hippocampus across divergent presentations of the AT phenotype. Divergent phenotypic presentations: To illustrate these effects, we plotted mean phenotype profiles for groups of individuals with high or low levels of each AT dimension. As with the partial correlation analyses, each dimension was residualized to remove variance predicted by the other two. A tercile split was used to identify extreme groups (n = 80 per group) separately for each residualized dimension (Top tercile: solid lines; Bottom tercile: broken lines). The panels on the left illustrate how this procedure sorts individuals into groups with divergent presentations of AT. Convergent neural activity: To illustrate the consistency of neural activity across divergent presentations, mean neural activity for the extreme groups (± SEM) is shown on the right. Individuals with high levels of cortisol, freezing, or vocal reductions (and intermediate levels of the other two responses on average) evinced greater activity compared with those with low levels. aHip, anterior hippocampus; CeL, lateral division of the central nucleus of the amygdala; L, left; R, right. (25) , freely available at http://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/main/coronal3d.php?template=PHT00&. *Robust regression controlling for variation in mean-centered age, sex, gray matter probability, standardized freezing duration, and standardized vocal reductions (whole-brain FDR q < 0.05). † Williams T2 test for the difference in dependent correlations (whole-brain FDR q < 0.05). ‡ Cluster contains the left anterior hippocampal cluster identified as a shared substrate (see Table S4 ). § Cluster contains the right anterior hippocampal and dorsal amygdala (CeL) clusters identified as shared substrates (Table S4 ). Table S4 ). § Cluster contains the right anterior hippocampal and dorsal amygdala (CeL) clusters identified as shared substrates (see Table S4 ). (25) , freely available at http://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/main/coronal3d.php?template=PHT00&. *Robust regression controlling for variation in mean-centered age, sex, gray matter probability, standardized cortisol, and standardized freezing duration (whole-brain FDR q < 0.05). † Williams T2 test for the difference in dependent correlations (whole-brain FDR q = 0.05). ‡ Cluster contains the left anterior hippocampal cluster identified as a shared substrate (Table S4 ). § Cluster contains the right anterior hippocampal cluster identified as a shared substrate (Table S4 ).
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Cluster contains the right dorsal amygdala (CeL) cluster identified as a shared substrate (Table S4 ). *Robust regression controlling for variation in mean-centered age, sex, and voxelwise GM probability. † Minimum across the three thresholded partial correlation maps (whole-brain FDR q < 0.05). ‡ As detailed in SI Methods, hemispheric asymmetry analyses for the right dorsal amygdala cluster were not significant. Ant, anterior; AT, anxious temperament; CeL, the lateral division of the central nucleus of the amygdala; Hippo, hippocampus; L, left hemisphere; Lat, lateral; M1, primary motor cortex (area 4); NS, nonsignificant (P > 0.05, one-tailed, Sidak-corrected for nine tests); R, right hemisphere; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. Regions were labeled using Paxinos et al. (25) , freely available at http://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/main/coronal3d.php?template=PHT00&. *The dorsomesial motor region (area 4) that was selective to freezing (Table S2 ). † The lateral anterior hippocampal region that was selective to cortisol (Table S1 ). ‡ Hypothesis testing focused on whether selective regions mediated the association between each of the three core (common) regions and the three dimensions of the AT phenotype.
The three regions detailed in Table S4 . § Uncorrected P. k OLS regression controlling for variation in mean-centered age, sex, GM probability, and the two nontarget AT dimensions (i.e., a partial correlation analysis). Significant results for the corresponding whole-brain robust regressions (FDR q < 0.05) are detailed in Tables S1-S4. **T-statistic for the mediation test using a control region (e.g., testing whether the lateral anterior hippocampal region that was selective to cortisol mediates the association between CeL and freezing). † † T-statistic for the mediation test using a control dimension of AT (e.g., testing whether M1 mediates the association between Ce and cortisol). ‡ ‡ The vlPFC region that was selective to vocal reductions (Table S3 ).
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This region displayed a suppressive relationship; the amount of variance in vocal reductions that was predicted by each one of the shared substrates was increased rather than decreased after accounting for the influence of the candidate mediator (vlPFC).
